
 

 

Notes from Managed Aquifer Recharge Sub-group  

26th July 2016, 13:00 – 15:30, Burness Parish Rooms, Melton. 

Attendees 

Anna Sharpin, EA (AS) 

Chris McArthur, ESRT (CMcA) 

Giles Bloomfield, IDB (GB) 

Jane Burch, SCC (JB) 

Paul Bradford, consultant (PB) 

Sarah-Jane Court, Mott Macdonald for AW (S-JC) 

Steff Jones, SCC (SJ) 

Tim Darby, ESWAG (TD) 

Will Akast, EA (WA) 

 

Apologies: 

Paul Hammett, NFU 

Bruce Kerr, landowner rep 

Steve Moncaster, Anglian Water 

 

Background 

At the Holistic Water Management Project meeting in May the idea of natural aquifer recharge was 

discussed – for example by re-connecting the river with its flood plain, the deliberate flooding of 

land or rural SuDS – to improve water getting into the aquifer. It was suggested that aquifer 

recharge downstream of Wickham Market could deliver significant benefit to water supplies – but 

this would need a willing landowner, monitoring to quantify effectiveness, etc.  As well as testing the 

idea the group also suggested ideas be presented as a case study to Defra to support funding of 

these concepts. This might also link closely with one strand of the East Suffolk Catchment 

Partnership’s Project Topsoil. This sub-group has been convened to take this idea forward. 

MAR is not a new concept and is used throughout the world.  8% of Thames Water’s public supply 

comes from MAR.  It offers an alternative to using reservoirs to store water. 

Introductions and aims of the meeting 

JB introduced the wider HWMP and explained that Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) has always 

been a strand of this wider project but has not, until now, been taken forward.  

The aims of the meeting are: to start with a ‘blank sheet’ and scope potential options to trial, 

including how effective monitoring could be achieved, and to identify constraints, the next steps and 

who is to lead. 

What options could we pursue? 

PB provided information about ESRT’s Project Topsoil and the potential opportunity to align with 

work on MAR in Suffolk Crag. ESRT have secured part funding from ERDF for this three-year project 

to manage groundwater (£45k secured on basis of match-funding, £12k of match-funding secured to 

   

 

http://www.greensuffolk.org/hwmp


date). ESRT will employ a project manager, Jane Herbert, due to start 1st September. The project 

aims to manage the hydrological cycle and use excess winter flows to increase the amount of water 

in aquifers, providing base flows to valuable streams and increasing resource for irrigation.  

Potential infiltration options include recharge trenches, winter irrigation and recharging into existing 

boreholes.  

 

Practical needs include: 

- Water source 

- Infiltration system 

- Reasonable sized aquifer to hold water 

- Regulatory authorisation 

- Modelling assistance 

 

Potential challenges: 

- Water quality will be critical - particularly if direct recharge of borehole to be considered.  

Using catch pit/trench it is possible to strip out pollutants. 

- Source of water in area over abstracted. 

Opportunities: 

- Potential landowner has been identified (AJ Paul, Broxstead Estate).  He has links to 

Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Group which may help to build in environmental 

benefits.  

- He also has access to  boreholes and domestic wells for monitoring.  

- The Crag is relatively shallow and accessible and others are successfully using it for other 

purposes (seepage, discharge activities). 

- Water Companies are looking at MAR options on larger scale and Anglian Water is keen to  

support learning from local approaches. 

Proposed trial 

Work closely with and build on Project Topsoil. Conduct a trial in winter 2017-18 – on Broxtead 

Estate if landowner willing.   Action:  PB/TD to confirm landowners willingness 

 

AS suggests this trial could be done under a EA pre-application licence, allowing more time than the 

28-day temporary licence.  

 

The trial will be based on monitoring levels in existing boreholes/domestic wells with associated 

modelling of re-charge/re-abstraction based on the aquifer capacity. EA may have some data that 

are relevant.  

 

There are concerns around water quality (nitrate, phosphates, pesticides).  It might be possible to 

treat water on the surface before it reaches the aquifer, for example through reed beds. 

It would be desirable to look at several different options for infiltration 

 

Quality monitoring will also be needed.  



Modelling: Water Resources East approach is modelling large-scale catchments; EA has coarse grid 

regional models available; Pete Willett’s 2D models may be helpful.   Action:  PB to liaise with EA 

and S-JC to establish best route to obtain necessary data.  

 

Other options considered  

Existing water sources could be Hollesey pump (EA) or Bawdsey pump (IDB) both of which are 

draining water to sea  – but these sources are too far from the Crag and offer longer term options 

rather than suitable sources for the trial.  

 

Mid-catchment re-connection to flood plain, raising bed levels to: restore river, improve quality, 

increase biodiversity and habitat enhancement – ties in well with WFD aims.  

Re-charge in upper Deben – fits in well with natural flood risk management work at Debenham but 

this is in chalk aquifer so difficult to monitor.  

 

Pilot doesn’t necessarily need to be in the Deben although preferable to.   Another option could be 

John Patrick, Black Heath Estate, north of Alde who has expressed interest.  

 

Anglian Water to undertake a catchment management trial by December 2016 including high level 

modelling, there is potential for Deben or Lark to be selected as the trial catchment. 

 

Next steps 

- Desktop study - modelling of aquifer capacity and available water storage volume 

- Confirm water source 

- Check water quality 

- Monitoring network (starting with establishing location of and availability to use existing wells 

and boreholes) 

- Design infiltration/re-charge system/s 

- Obtain necessary licences and other consents  

- Trial and monitor to investigate if spring flows are improved and if it is possible to take water out 

the in the summer  

- Quantify additional pumping costs, including carbon for comparison with using reservoir for 

storage 

-  

Who’s going to do what? 

PB and Jane Herbert (upcoming ESRT project manager) to lead on taking work forward.   

 

This sub-group to act as steering group. 

 

PB and GB to investigate use of Shottisham bridge for data collection 

 

AS to investigate EA licences, data, modelling capacity (Pete Willets)  

 

S-JC to liaise with groundwater modellers to establish what help AW/Motts can give. 

 



PB to create a list of beneficiaries, benefits and aims of this trial, mainly to get wider 

support/funding. 

  

 

Other stakeholders/communications: 

This trial will be of interest to a wide range of other parties. E.g.   

 Natural England 

 Soil Association 

 Essex and Suffolk Water 

 British Geological Society 

 Cranfield/UEA 

 Stuart Allen, EA science team 

 Diane Ling, Suffolk Farming & Wildlife Advisory Group 

 National Rivers Trust  

Action:  PB/JB to make contact and inform these groups of the trial and invite involvement as 

appropriate. 


